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The purpose of this study was to determine the variability of Hop Latent
Viroid (HLVd) load throughout infected cannabis plants as well as the
tissue-type that most reliably predicts infection. While the number of
plants assayed in this preliminary study was limited, the data presented
below strongly suggest that upper root tissue has the highest viroid load
and shows consistent detection of HLVd genetic material in infected
cannabis plants.  

Summary

Overview

Four cannabis plants (teenage) identified as infected with HLVd were
acquired by Kaprikorn Nurseries for the purposes of this study. Infected
plants were kept in strict isolation. To determine variability in viroid
amounts throughout the plants, approximately twenty-five individual
samples were taken from distinct locations around each plant. Tissue
types sampled include: petiole samples from older growth, petiole
samples from newer growth, stem sample from freshly cut upper clones,
upper root mass samples and lower root mass samples. A total of 95
samples were assayed in this study. A subset of samples taken from two
non-infected plants were also included in this study to confirm the
absence of cross-contamination.



All samples were taken within the same three-day time span and were
placed in identical TUMI Genomics collection tubes. Samples were mailed
and processed in parallel at the TUMI Genomics Laboratory using a triplex
TaqMan qRT-PCR assay with a limit of detection (i.e. the viroid level at
which the PCR test is 95% accurate) of 7.5 viroid copies per reaction.
Additional information about this assay and a full validation report can be
found here: HLVd_validation. All samples were assayed for an internal
plant RNA control to confirm sample integrity and alongside three
external controls: a non-infected control, an infected control, and a non-
template control; to rule out assay dysfunction or contamination.
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Results and Discussion

Root tissue gives the most consistent HLVd amplification in
individual plants

Among the individual samples taken from the four test plants, upper foliage
samples showed variable success for detection of HLVd (Table 1). Petiole
taken from new growth showed between 10% to 100% success depending
on the plant with an average success rate of 36% (9/25). Old growth and
tissue from freshly cut clones showed slightly better detection success with
an average of 75% (19/25) and 61% (11/18) testing positive for HLVd,
respectively. Interestingly, root tissue showed an impressive level of
accuracy. Every root tissue sample taken from either the upper or lower
portion of the root ball showed robust amplification of HLVd (36/36 samples
testing positive). We saw no HLVd amplification from samples taken from
plants with no known HLVd infection (Table 2). 

These results indicate that inclusion of root tissue when testing
for a potential HLVd infection could improve detection accuracy. 

https://tumigenomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/HLV_PCR_preliminary_validation-1.pdf.zip
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We did note that 20 of the samples testing positive in the upper foliage
were defined as low-level positive (viroid load <15 HLVd copies per
reaction). This observation was prominent in both Plant 2 and Plant 3
where almost all positive samples taken from upper foliage showed very
low viroid load, suggesting that detection of HLVd in foliage tissue from
these plants would likely be missed by lower sensitivity assays. While it is
reported that viroids reach extremely high copy numbers during infection,
our results suggest that not all tissues in infected cannabis plants contain
high levels of HLVd. Tissues with low viroid load may contain viroid that is
trafficking through the vascular system or viroid that has just gained
access to the cellular environment, but is not yet efficiently replicating.
Once a system-wide infection is established, the location where the
sample is taken from is likely less critical. In support of this, one of the
tested plants (Plant 4) showed consistent, robust HLVd amplification in all
tissues sampled suggesting development of a full systemic infection in
this plant. 

Figure 1. Root tissue contains consistent levels of HLVd in positive plants. A. the percent of
samples from each of the four assayed plants where HLVd was detected in the indicated
tissue. For each tissue-type, five individual samples were collected from each plant. B. the
percent success of HLVd detection in indicated tissues across all plants tested. The red box
highlights the root tissue, where the detection level of HLVd genetic material was 100%.



Because commercial assays detect HLVd with variable sensitivity,
understanding the level of HLVd accumulation in different tissues is
helpful to estimate the success rate of HLVd detection across different
tests. Using standard curve data generated from known concentrations of
HLVd sequence (done in triplicate) we estimated the median viroid load
across positive samples from each tissue type (Figure 2). Due to the low
number of new growth samples with detectable levels of HLVd, we did not
include this tissue in the analysis. As shown in Figure 2, we found that
upper root tissue had substantially higher viroid load than other plant
tissue analyzed. Upper root tissue had an average of ~500-fold to ~2000-
fold more HLVd than foliage tissue analyzed in this study. Even when only
considering samples taken from the root, upper root tissue amplified an
average of 36-fold more HLVd than samples taken from the lower root. 
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Upper root tissue shows higher, less variable levels of HLVd

Figure 2: Upper Root tissues accumulates high levels of HLVd. A. Median viroid load and
variation across the indicated tissue types. The dashed black line shows the threshold of
reliable (>95%) HLVd detection for the TUMI Genomics HLVd PCR assay. New growth
samples were not included in this analysis due to a small number of positive samples
obtained from this tissue. B. Model of viroid trafficking from the site of inoculation to “sink”
plant tissues. Image shows two potential sites of viroid introduction (red and blue circles).
Note that the location the viroid travels in the foliage is dependent on where the viroid was
introduced in the plant. However, HLVd will always travel down to the root system
regardless of where HLVd was introduced. Image adapted from Takeda and Ding, 2009.
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We also noted that root tissue (both upper and lower) showed less
variability in viroid load both within each individual plant and when all
tissue samples of each type were considered together. These results
indicate that upper root tissue accumulates high-levels of viroid titer and
therefore inclusion of upper root tissue when screening for HLVd infection
could improve detection sensitivity. 

These findings are consistent with previous studies showing that viroids
accumulate to high levels in root tissue, including HLVd in Hops plants
(Matousek et. al. 1995, Palukaitis, 1987, Lin et. al, 2015, Nabeshima et. al, 2017,
Antignus, et. al. 2007). Because viruses and viroids traffic through the
vascular system of plants, they traffic from the site of introduction to areas
of active growth, i.e. growth sinks. Because the location of viroid
introduction is not usually known, it is difficult to determine which leaves
and petioles represent growth sinks at the time of initial infection and are
therefore likely to contain spreading viroid. However, the root system is
always growing and receiving energy from the upper portion of the plant,
so viroids from the site of inoculation will consistently traffic to the root
system (Figure 2A) (Takeda and Ding, 2009).

To confirm the findings described above, we performed a follow-up study
using additional cannabis varieties collected from a distinct, off-site
location. Individual samples from sixteen plants of unknown HLVd
infection status we collected. For each plant, two types of samples were
prepared: 1) three petiole samples from foliage along with a single pooled
samples from the same petiole tissues and 2) three root samples along
with a single pooled root sample from the same root tissue. Samples
collected were within the same day, placed in collection tubes and mailed
to TUMI Genomics where they were tested for the presence of HLVd using
our RT-PCR assay. 

Follow-up Study
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Among the tested plants, three out of the sixteen tested positive for HLVd.
The success rate of HLVd detection in each root sample and the pooled
root samples remained 100%, replicating the data presented above. The
foliage samples again showed poor individual success at detecting HLVd
infection (Table 1). On one plant, HLVd was not detected in any of the
petiole sample but was still present in all three of the individual root
samples and the pooled samples. 

Table 1: Success rate of HLVd detection among samples taken from
positive plants 

We also noted that the TUMI Genomics test was able to detect
HLVd in pooled samples without a loss in sensitivity (see
supplemental tables), allowing inclusion of multiple samples
from a single root mass which can increase sensitivity and
accuracy of the test results.
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HLVd can exist at dramatically different levels across different tissues
within an infected plant and data shown here confirms this assertion. For
reliable diagnostic testing, it is best to collect multiple tissue samples from
around the plant. This ensures that if the infection is early and/or local (not
spread system-wide), diagnostic assays can still detect HLVd in the
submitted tissue. Based on the data presented here, along with findings in
published literature from different viroids in other crops, we recommend
that upper root tissue be included when submitting tissue samples for
HLVd testing. Because of the limited sample size of this study, we
recommend growers continue to also include petiole samples from older
growth among the tissue submitted for testing. If root tissue is not
available (such as in a young clone), care should be taken to submit
multiple tissue samples from older growth areas of the plant.

Limitations

Recommendations

While this study strongly suggests that root tissue is the most reliable
tissue to identify HLVd infection, the sample size tested was limited. Seven
plants were assayed originating from five different varieties. We cannot
completely rule out the possibility that the viroid distribution in the tested
plants is cultivar specific. However, given the 100% detection rate of hop
latent viroid in every root sample assayed (45 individual samples total), the
data clearly indicates that inclusion of root tissue when testing for HLVd
can dramatically improve identification of true positive plants.  
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Tables Show the cycle threshold values and estimated viroid load obtained
for all samples tested in this study. Samples that tested at average to high
positive levels are indicated in red. Samples that tested low-level positive
(<15 viroid copies per microliter) are shown in blue. NaN indicates non-
detectable.  Run controls are shown at the end of Table 2.
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Table 2: Amplification results among samples taken from plants
with no known infection by HLVd



Table 3: Amplification results from plants assayed in the follow-up
study.  Only plants with at least one sample testing positive for
HLVd are shown. 
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study.  Only plants with at least one sample testing positive for
HLVd are shown. 



At TUMI Genomics we recommend consistent and periodic testing to
effectively control for HLVd. 

In upcoming publications, we will provide Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) that will help professional growers unlock their
grow potential.
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